Advert ID: HM733DF55

3 British Bred Performance HorsesTotally Unspoiled

£0

Heathfield, South East

Private

·

07970645954

16.1 hands

Description
We have 3 British Bred 4 year old horses for sale directly from the breeder. All by the fantastic
Branco Van Overis ( Darco ) A 16.1 beautiful grey mare out of a Burgraff mother, a 16hh bay gelding
out of a Contender mare and a 16hh Striking blue and white gelding out of a Purioso mother.
Luna is very well established on the flat, with perfect changes and working correctly. She has 3
elevated paces and shows real promise for either BS, BE or BD. She is jumping around a set of
fences with all fillers at about 1m and has been out training. She has also popped around our xc
fences at home proving to be bold, correct and very sensible. She is now ready to go out and be the
star we know she can be. She is incredibly easy and would suit a variety of riders though please no
novices as she is obviously still young. She is beautiful to look at and has the personality and
manners to match, a genuine and easy young horse ready to be moulders in to whatever her new
owners wish.
Harry is a 16h bay gelding with Contender lines. He is a real sweetheart to have around and look
after. Jumping around our set of fences with all fillers at around 90-1m also popping the xc fences
very sweetly and easily. This horse has a lot of blood and we think will make a fantastic eventer.
CatBoy is a striking blue and white gelding standing at around 16h. His colour will make him a great
prospect for show classes. He is also jumping a set of fences at around 90-1m and shows a good
technique over a fence. He has jumped all of our xc fences and is becoming more established on the
flat daily. He has a sweet and timid nature and loves attention. He will make a great jumper, eventer
or show horse. All of these horses are a pleasure to have around, are used to children, dogs and our
free range donkey and will go on to be fantastic sports horses in their chosen fields. All have been
started correctly and now need to find their new homes to take them out to see the world. More
photos and videos can be seen on our Facebook page Ben Dalton, Showjumper we are based in East
Sussex TN21 with excellent trial facilities. All 3 horses are priced under £10k.
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Category Horses

Subcategory Show Jumpers

Age 4 yrs

Height 16.1 hands
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